
Genesis 2.20
was the dog not good enough?

Best question ever.
Gen 2.20   “... But for Adam, no suitable helper was found”

Top tip .... Whoever asked this question, stay anonymous or you may be in trouble with some of our RVC Bible school students!

I once had to write an essay ‘What did Adam and Eve do wrong?’ .... My flippant response was ‘what Did God say? – Gen 3.17’ 
“... Because you listened to your wife...”



Hopefully, reading the Bible will generate plenty of questions!  I (Steve) will do my best to give 1 paragraph ideas and musings to the questions raised – but these will not be the ‘only’ 
answer in many cases (I am not omniscient, nor even anywhere near as knowledgeable as many others I know). I will also know some things better than others – for example, I am better 
acquainted with Marks gospel than the others and John’s writings more than Paul’s. Ask me about Jeremiah and Job and I’m virtually clueless, I’ll have to seek others thoughts! Some may 
disagree with my thoughts given as answers – that is absolutely fine, disagreeing respectfully is important (demonstrating this at college, one fellow tutor and I let students observe us 
debating the various ‘John’ writings in scripture – gospel, 3 letters and Revelation, the extent to which they may be the same or different authors – we disagree, but are not arrogant 
enough to proclaim that one of us is definitely right to the exclusion of the other). There are some things which it is definitely important to be sure and ‘right’ about – such as who Jesus is, 
and others where it is not really important (such as which John wrote Revelation). There are some things which it is important to be certain about. There are some other things where we 
do not have certainty.
So, following are my imperfect, human musings to the questions Bible School students have raised. If others have better, wiser, or even just alternative thoughts (but biblically based and 
thought through) - let me know, we may be able to incorporate them. 
I’ll get as far as I can with the questions in the time I have available – so do bear with me if one or two remain unanswered for a while.

Week 3 ... Some tricky ones ... And it coincides with me being away with work a bit ... I’ll do my best.  Steve
Important point:
Some of the issues of Genesis 1 and 2 are very sensitive for some people. I will express my opinion, but you are welcome to disagree. Some people see Genesis 1 and 2 
as literal, with 7 literal days, some see it as allegorical – just a story, no more. Some (like me) see it as a poetic form of literature, neither totally historical nor totally 
allegorical – some way in between (eg I think it very likely that there WAS a flood and that Adam and Eve story is based on a real first 2 created people, however, I would 
be very comfortable with seeing either/both of the 7 day stories as allegorical). The question for those who view it as totally allegorical is ‘at which point does Genesis 
switch from allegory to history?’ – Chapter 3? Or 4? Or 5? Or 11 or 12? Or does it switch back and forward in the early stages of Genesis? It makes great interesting 
debate, but ultimately, we’ll not know and in heaven we’ll not care.

At RVC we are clear that in primary things (things where the Bible is very clear e.g. things regarding salvation) we're to have unity, in secondary things 
(where the Bible is not clear e.g. how much water to use at a baptism) we're to have liberty (i.e. varying views are OK), but in all things we're to show 
charity (i.e. we can disagree without becoming disagreeable!).



Why are there 2 creation 
stories?

Who are the authors of the 2 
creation stories?

There are many things which we do not know and have to offer our best guesses.
Most scholars accept that there are multiple authors of the first 5 books of the Bible (but there are always some people and church leaders 
who don’t, not usually credible scholars in this case). There are even some who state that the 2 accounts are the same ... I don’t 
understand how they can conclude that (check for yourself – what happened and the order in which it happened).
Consensus says that the Gen 1 version was written by a Priest or more likely a group of priests whilst in exile in Babylon (about 600BC to 
about 530BC – there were 3 waves of exile and at least 3 waves of return, so the dates can flex a bit).
Consensus is that Genesis 2 is probably earlier, but scholars dispute how much earlier – some even say later (which is academic talk for, 
basically, we haven’t got a clue). The author is unknown but is referred to as one of the ‘yahwists’- writers who referred to God as Yahweh 
(or Jehovah – actually the same word). 100 years ago we used to think there was just one Yahwist, now we think there are several – and of 
course, theologians disagree on how many!
Why 2 stories? I don’t know – but they tell different angles (like we have 4 accounts of the crucifixion) – remember what we did in the 
session – Gen 1 – we are the ‘image and likeness of God’ ... but, just in case we get an overestimation of our own abilities and too big for 
our spiritual boots, Gen 2 reminds us that were just dust!

Gen 1 has man made in God’s 
image, Gen 2 has man formed 
from dust – are these both the 

same man?
(2 questions, 2 people)

Yes, 2 stories, with similarities and differences which show God to be the conscious, deliberate, supernatural creator of 
humankind – we are no cosmic accident!
Different angles, different emphases, but each showing human beings as being created as the result of Gods action/word.

In the Equip session last May, I showed people summaries of the creation stories of various other civilizations – Inca, Aborigine, 
Ancient Chinese, Viking and 21st century atheist ... the Judeo/Christian creation story is unique and radically different from all 
the others – we are deliberate, loved and created to rule on God’s behalf. No other creation story has mankind as vice-regents, 
as rulers, as image and likeness of God himself.

Is chapter 3 part of the chapter 
2 account or part of the chapter 

1 account?

Chapter 3 is a continuation from chapter 2 – written by an unknown author, one of the ‘Yahwists’ (ie they use the name of 
Yahweh / Jehovah to refer to God)



5 different questions about 
scientific issues – how can we 

have plants before sun (no 
photosynthesis), days before 
the sun, light before the sun. 

Again, some (non-scholar) people get hugely agitated when I and others say we cannot see Gen 1 and 2 as a literal scientific account. I’m 
very happy to listen to anyone and to disagree politely and respectfully – there are some things which it is important to agree on, this isn’t 
one of them!
My opinion – the writings are those of the Ancient Near East – they are not western 21st century documents. Psalm 19.4 says that ‘God 
pitched a tent for the sun’ – I don’t know anyone (even the most conservative of believers!) who thinks that God got a huge piece of flame-
retardant canvas and some unmeltable tent poles – it’s metaphorical, allegorical and just a literary style/technique. My opinion is that 
Genesis 1 & 2 are also allegorical stories which demonstrate important issues – that God made all things, that mankind was his summit in 
creation, that he gave mankind responsibility for the creation ... And that (next chapter) that we failed to do what we were created to do 
and messed it up. I’d suggest putting ourselves in the shoes of the Ancient Near east writers and focus more on what this tells us about 
God and ourselves rather than worrying about its lack of correlation with the scientific knowledge we now have. 

4 questions on what happened 
before the beginning and was 
there a 2 stage creation – ex 

nihilo creation followed by an 
ex materia creation

Ex nihilo – from nothing: there was nothing, God speaks and something springs into existence. Ex materia – from matter: God 
takes previously existing material and with it makes something else - eg the Genesis 2 account v7 (man from dust), v21 (woman 
from mans rib).
Most Ancient Near East civilisations had an ex-materia creation, usually with the god creating either from a chaotic mess, or in 
a battle against evil forces. The Jewish God was different – he created ex-nihilo. In several places the bible mocks the inferior 
gods who are powerless, made of stone and cannot create (eg Psalm 115 & 135, Jeremiah 10 & 51,  Habakkuk 2, and many 
more). However, Jewish thought was still heavily influenced by these philosophies of their neighbours.
As for ‘what was before ‘in the beginning’?’ – all we can say for certain is that God was before the beginning ... and he’ll be 
after the end ... and thanks to His grace, so will we be.
This is another of the questions where ‘I don’t know and we don’t know’ is probably the wisest answer.

What does ‘and it was good’ 
mean?

In Gen 1, God says that ‘It was good’ 6 times. Not on day 2 and twice on day 3. Throughout history Jewish and Christian 
theologians have proposed various suggestions regarding why the Genesis 1 account does not say that day 2 was good – it does 
seem to mess up the rhythmic literary pattern of the text. As I was a bit rude about Calvin (Mr Grumpy) last week, so let’s 
comment from him. Calvin said that the ‘it was good’ was God expressing his approval of each part of creation, and the addition 
of ‘meod’, very, in v 31 is even greater approval.  



Given that Genesis creation 
revolves around water, why is 

there no sea in the new heaven 
and earth in Revelation 21

What is God’s view of GM 
crops? – especially non 
reproducing life. Are we 
straying from his design?

Gen 1.26
“... let US make man in OUR 

image...”   
Is this a reference to the trinity?

We did a partial answer of this in both Monday sessions – taking on board the ‘primordial chaos creation theories’ of most of 
Ancient Near East, the Jews saw the sea as a symbol (and habitat – Leviathan and Rahab) of the anti-God chaos. Part of their 
philosophy is that there is a battle in the world where the powers of chaos are seeking to reign over creation.
The sea becomes a symbol of them and their ‘reign’ – so no sea in Revelation 21 is about there being no anti-God opposition in 
the New heaven and earth.
Also – as we saw in Mondays’ session, ‘gods’ resting their feet on water, walking on water was common – the pictures I showed 
were... Pharaoh Khafre (Egyptians, 3000BC), Marduk standing on Tiamat (Babylonians – date disputed, 1800-1100BC), Baal au 
foudre (Ugarit, NW Syria c1300BC ), Sun god Shamash (Sippar, Sth Iraq c900BC) – deities had dominance over the sea – had the 
sea ‘under their feet’. So ... What was Jesus walking on water and calming the storm all about? Does this explain the strange 
ending for the pigs in Luke 8:33?  Does Peter walking on the water re-inforce the teaching about us being ‘image and likeness’? 

Many people say so.
It clearly shows the plurality of God – the God who declares he is ONE (the shema – ‘hear O Israel, the Lord is our God, the Lord 
is one” ד הָוה ֶאָחָֽ הָוה ֱאֹלֵהינּו יְׁ ָרֵאל יְׁ ַמע ִישְׁ ׃שְׁ ).  Monotheism is a core element of Judaism, yet our ONE God refers to himself 
(sometimes) as US.
I decided many years ago that I will happily be able to describe the trinity, but I’ll never be able to understand it ... That doesn’t 
bother me – I only have one human brain, there is lots I don’t understand in life and I’m comfortable with that. Even when 
studying a module on the trinity in a post-graduate Systematic Theology course, I would still say that I can describe it, even 
teach it, but will never understand it. For example, for the me resurrection is obvious, of course God is alive – he is eternal and 
he IS life. Yet somehow the eternal, immortal God became human and could die – that is mind blowing.

I’ve never been asked that before!
I’m told that almost all bananas are derived from the 6th Duke of Devonshire’s crop at Chatsworth c1850 and reproduced by 
‘vegetative reproduction’, therefore clones not ‘natural’!
However, I really don’t know. 
Is GM crop science an example of man’s God-given creativity and innovation or is it a departure from the creation ideal?
I no longer teach theology students – but I’ll have to try to get someone to set that as an essay to see what answers they come 
up with (as I have none). 
Human innovation and technology can be used for good and for evil. I (Steve) have worked with the amazing nuclear medicine 
division of a US company – they use similar principles and material to that which generates nuclear weapons. Technology itself 
is morally neutral, it is how we use it which gives it a moral perspective.



Gen 2:25
What’s the difference between 

ashamed and shy?

Why the rib rather than any 
other part of the body?

(asked twice – 2 people)

Where did the devil come from 
and why was he created?

(2 questions, 2 people)

A huge question. 
Chapter 5 of Gregory Boyd’s book ‘God at war’ is ‘rebuking the adversary: the activity and origin of satan in the Old Testament’. 
Satan does not play a dominant role in the Old Testament, yet Boyd traces the instances where he is mentioned including the 
more famous ones of Genesis 3, Isaiah 14 and Ezekiel 28 and explores a range of the often contradicting theories and thoughts. 
The first 40 pages of Walter Wink’s ‘Unmasking the powers: the invisible forces that determine human existence’ also looks at 
various aspects.
In short – no simple answer and there is much more that we do not know than we know. The Old Testament writers were 
strong in their statements about God’s sovereignty and superiority. I’m happy not to know a simple answer, and remind myself 
of C.S. Lewis’s wise statement: “There are two equal and opposite errors into which our race can fall about the devils. One is to 
disbelieve in their existence. The other is to believe, and to feel an excessive and unhealthy interest in them.” 

Unlike most of their neighbours, the Jews had a very strict code of sexual conduct. Individuals may not have always adhered to 
it, but they were very different to many civilisations regarding their sexual behaviour. Nudity was shameful – for example, see 
Genesis 9:18-27, see Genesis 19:30-38 – from that story, amongst the Jews, the Moabites (v37) were a byword for sexual 
misbehaviour, promiscuity and deviance.
Being naked yet without shame is the key to this verse/observation. It is an indication of the innocence, untainted, pre-fall life –
there was no shame as there was no sin as mankind and God lived in harmony.

The word used refers to ‘side’ rather than specifically ‘rib’ – it is also used in 2 Samuel and several times in Exodus – for 
example, referring to the ‘side’ of the arc of the covenant.
There are lots of both good and bad suggestions on line from various authors, but all are 21st century logic, eg so that woman 
would be at man’s side, not above him nor below him etc – all good stuff, but not ancient Near East thinking.

There may be a significance in it of which I am not aware – so I forwarded this question to Rev Dr Crispin Fletcher-Louis for a 
comment  ( www.CrispinFL.com  if anyone wants to look him up ). He has read almost every research paper on this planet on 
early Genesis – one of his specialist areas – and says that he cannot see any aNE (ancient Near East) reason for a specific 
mention of the side (rib). He says there is no aNE reason why it could not have been a finger / toe / lock of hair. The 21st century 
reasons of ‘by his side, not superior or inferior’ are great but they would not be in the mind of the original writer or reader.



Why the description of the 4 
rivers – what is the 

significance?

What is ‘the knowledge of good 
or evil’ ?

I'm not sure that there is any real profound significance. The names have meanings as follows:

Pishon: increase
Gihon: bursting forth
Tigris - rapid
Euphrates – fruitfulness

Some people say that the very fact that specific rivers are named and described suggests that the account is not merely a story 
but an actual historical event and that Adam was, indeed, an actual historical figure. I try not to get into such arguments!

In Hebrew text, they sometimes use opposites in combination to suggest everything in between as well. If that was what is 
being done here, it would imply ‘good and evil and everything in between’ – i.e. knowing everything. Many articles focus on the 
ability to discern between good and evil and the ability to make both good and evil judgements.

Some Jewish scholars have focussed on ‘good and evil’ as a mixed entity – in their view, before the fall, the 2 were separate, 
now they are mixed up and we contend with both. Part of the priest’s role is to separate good from evil, and hence why the 
priestly authors have God doing multiple separating in Genesis 1 (light/darkness, water above/water below, land/sea). This is 
not a widely held belief amongst Christian scholars.

Was God’s original plan that we 
should be vegetarians?

(and how does this fit with 
animal sacrifices later in the 

bible)   (2 questions)

It is true that the killing of animals started after the fall (Genesis 3) and that forgiveness involves the shedding of blood (eg see Hebrews 
9.22).
Should Christians now be vegetarians? I forwarded this question to Rev Dr Gabrielle Thomas as I know she is an advocate of vegetarianism. 
She would advocate vegetarianism from the perspective of looking after the earth’s resources, we use more plants to produce a kilo of 
beef than we would need  if we ate the plants; however, she said that she would not use Genesis pre-fall as support for her argument. 
We are unable to say that eating meat is wrong – Jesus ate the Passover and Acts ch10 has eating animals as an example in Peter’s dream –
it doesn’t condemn the practice.  Paul makes some interesting comments in 1 Corinthians 8 and Daniel and his friends insisted on a 
vegetarian diet in Daniel ch1. Gabby would argue that vegetarianism is wise (maybe even the best option) but not required (sorry, Gabby, I 
like my steaks too much!).
(By the way .... In a generation’s time the Roman Catholic church will have women priests and Gabby is part of the international inter-
denominational work being undertaken to pave the way – a brilliant and fascinating person, currently a canon at Durham cathedral and a 
tutor at Durham university – do pray for that important groundbreaking work).



4 questions on the tree of life –
why is it not mentioned again? 

What is it? Why was it put 
there? What was its purpose?

(4 questions, 4 people)

Yet to answer – I’ll need to work on this one!


